
 

Demonstration of Single-Barium-Ion Sensitivity for Neutrinoless Double-Beta Decay
Using Single-Molecule Fluorescence Imaging
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A new method to tag the barium daughter in the double-beta decay of 136Xe is reported. Using the
technique of single molecule fluorescent imaging (SMFI), individual barium dication (Baþþ) resolution at
a transparent scanning surface is demonstrated. A single-step photobleach confirms the single ion
interpretation. Individual ions are localized with superresolution (∼2 nm), and detected with a statistical
significance of 12.9σ over backgrounds. This lays the foundation for a new and potentially background-free
neutrinoless double-beta decay technology, based on SMFI coupled to high pressure xenon gas time
projection chambers.
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Introduction.—The nature of the neutrino mass is one of
the fundamental open questions in nuclear and particle
physics. If neutrinos are Majorana particles, their tiny mass
may be evidence for high energy-scale physics via the
seesaw mechanism [1–5], and lend support for a compel-
ling theoretical explanation of the matter-antimatter imbal-
ance in the Universe (leptogenesis) [6]. The most sensitive
known method to establish the Majorana nature of the
neutrino experimentally is direct observation of neutrino-
less double-beta decay (0νββ) [7–10], a radioactive process
that can occur if and only if the neutrino is a Majorana
fermion. The mass scale implied by direct limits [11],
cosmology [12], and neutrino oscillations [13] dictates that
the rate of 0νββ, assuming the standard mechanism, will be
very low: the next generation of experiments must probe
0νββ lifetimes of ≥ 1027 years. The observation of such a
rare decay requires ton-scale detectors with near-perfect
background rejection capabilities.
One candidate 0νββ isotope that has been a focus of

much attention is 136Xe. As a noble element, xenon can be
used in time projection chamber (TPC) detectors, enabling
fully active, monolithic 0νββ searches in both gas [14]
and liquid [15] phases. Background measurements in
present-generation detectors at the 10–100 kg scale, how-
ever, suggest that all proposed ton-scale experiments will
remain background limited in their sensitivity. Improved
technologies with enhanced background rejection capabil-
ities will be required in order to make further progress as
well as enhance confidence for a discovery claim.
It has long been recognized that the detection of single

barium ions emanating from the decay of 136Xe [16], when
combined with a Gaussian energy resolution better than 2%
FWHM (σ=E ∼ 0.85%Þ to reject the two-neutrino-mode
background, could enable a background-free 0νββ search.
This is because no conventional radioactive process can
produce a barium ion in bulk xenon. So-called “barium
tagging” has been a subject of research and development
for at least 20 years [17–22], but at the time of writing, a
convincing method of barium ion extraction and identi-
fication remains elusive.
Single molecule fluorescence imaging (SMFI) is a

technique invented by physicists and developed by bio-
chemists that enables single-molecule sensitive, superre-
solution microscopy. Among the applications of SMFI are
the sensing of individual ions [23], demonstrated in various
environments, including inside living cells [24]. A fluor is
employed that is nonfluorescent in isolation but becomes
fluorescent upon chelation with a suitable ion. The mol-
ecule typically comprises a dye bonded to a receptor that
traps the ion in a cagelike structure. The electrostatic forces
exhibited by the ion on the dye modify its energy levels to
enable molecular fluorescence. Detection is assisted by the
inherent Stokes shift of the dye, allowing separation of
emission and excitation light via dichroic filters. Localized
light emission from single molecules can be spatially

resolved using electron multiplying CCD (EM-CCD)
cameras, allowing rejection of backgrounds from the
scattering and low-level fluorescence of unchelated mole-
cules, which are diffuse.
The NEXT Collaboration [14] is pursuing a program of

research and development to employ SMFI techniques to
detect the barium daughter ion in high pressure xenon gas
(HPGXe). In HPGXe, energy resolutions extrapolating to
better than 1% FWHM at Qββ have been achieved [25],
sufficient to efficiently reject the two-neutrino-mode back-
ground. Barium resulting from double-beta decay is ini-
tially highly ionized due to the disruptive departure of the
two energetic electrons from the nucleus [26]. The rapid
capture of electrons from neutral xenon is expected to
reduce this charge state to Baþþ, which may then be further
neutralized through electron-ion recombination. Unlike in
liquid xenon, where recombination is frequent and the
barium daughters are distributed across charge states [27],
recombination in the gas phase is minimal [28], and thus
Baþþ is the expected outcome. Furthermore, since the ion
energy in high pressure gas is thermal, and charge exchange
with xenon is highly energetically disfavored, the Baþþ

FIG. 1. A single Baþþ candidate. A fixed region of the CCD
camera is shown with a 0.5 s exposure before (top) and after
(bottom) the photobleaching transition.
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state is expected to persist through drift to the anode plane.
For this reason, and because barium and calcium are
congeners, dyes that have been developed for Caþþ
sensitivity for biochemistry applications provide a prom-
ising path toward barium tagging in HPGXe. In Ref. [29]
we explored the properties of two such dyes, Fluo-3 and
Fluo-4. In the presence of Baþþ, excitation at 488 nm
yielded strong emission peaking around 525 nm, demon-
strating the potential of these dyes to serve as barium
tagging agents.
In this Letter we describe the resolution of individual

Baþþ ions on a scanning surface using a SMFI-based
sensor (Fig. 1), a major step towards barium tagging in
HPGXe TPCs.
Apparatus.—The SMFI sensor concept developed here

uses a thin quartz plate with surface-bound fluorescent
indicators, continuously illuminated with excitation light
and monitored by an EM-CCD camera. It is anticipated that
such a sensor would form the basis for a Baþþ detection
system in HPGXe, with ions delivered to a few ∼1 mm2

sensing surfaces, first via drift to the cathode and then
transversely by rf carpet [30], a method already demonstrated
at large scales [31] and for barium transport in HPGXe [20].
To demonstrate single Baþþ sensitivity we have imaged

individual near-surface Baþþ ions from dilute barium salt
solutions. We use the technique of through-objective total
internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy [32].
In through-objective TIRF, a high numerical aperture
objective is used to convert a focused light beam on the
back-focal plane (BFP) into parallel rays. By translating
the focal point across the BFP, the emerging parallel
rays are brought to a shallow angle, until eventually they
totally internally reflect off the lower sample surface. The
evanescent excitation wave, extending only about one
wavelength into the sample, causes fluorescence of the
near-surface molecules while minimizing deeper fluores-
cence and scattering from within the sample. By focusing
the objective on the same scanning surface and imaging the
fluorescence light, individual fluorescent molecules can be
spatially resolved above a dimmer, diffuse background.
The apparatus used in this study comprises an Olympus

IX-70 inverted fluorescence microscope frame, outfitted
with a custom external optical system to implement TIRF
imaging. Figure 2 shows a schematic view of this system.
The external optics were assembled following the general
methods of Ref. [33]. The objective is an Olympus
100 × 1.4 NA, and was used with Olympus immersion
oil (n ¼ 1.518). Low-fluorescence cover slips of thickness
0.13 mm serve the combined role of sample substrates
and imaging plane. A Hamamatsu ImagEM X2 EM-CCD
camera, chosen for its high quantum efficiency, low noise,
and high EM gain, was used to record the fluorescence
emission. The excitation source is an NKT Photonics
SuperK EXTREME laser, which emits in a wide spectral
range of 350–2350 nm. The laser light is filtered to a

tunable band of width �1 nm in the visible range via an
acousto-optical tunable filter. The beam is then expanded,
cleaned, and steered via an array of adjustable mirrors
through a lens that focuses it onto the objective BFP.
Emission and excitation light are separated by a filter cube
containing the dichroic mirror and the emission and
excitation filters described in Ref. [29]. Micrometer stages
in the external optical system allow for focusing on the BFP
and adjustment of the TIRF ray angle, and the image is
brought into focus using sample stage adjustment on the
microscope frame.
Sample preparation and imaging.—The studies pre-

sented in this Letter use fluorophores that are immobilized
at the sensor surface. This emulates the conditions in a
HPGXe TPC detector, where the ions will drift to the sensor
plate and adhere to fluorophores immobilized there. The
purpose of this immobilization is to suppress Brownian
motion of nontethered fluorophores in solution to enable
spatial resolution. Various methods of immobilization are
described in the SMFI literature. We used a matrix of
polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), prepared according to the pre-
scription in Ref. [34], trapping the fluors but allowing
permeability of ions throughout the sample.
Cover slips were inspected for defects and cleaned by an

ultrasonic bath in acetone for 30 min and then ethanol for
30 min. Once clean, they were placed in a vacuum oven at
340 K to bake overnight. A buffer solution (pH 7.2) was
established using ACS Ultra Trace water with imidazole
and hydrochloric acid. PVAwas added (5% by wt) to form
the working buffer and placed in a hot water bath. Once the
PVA is fully dissolved it is removed from the bath and set
on a stir plate, with water added to reach the target volume.
After 30 min the solution reaches room temperature and
BAPTA [29] is added to a concentration of 250 μM to
suppress residual calcium. The SMFI fluor Fluo-3 is then

FIG. 2. A schematic view of the TIRF system.
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added, to a concentration of 1 nM. Three background
samples were made by placing 50 μL of solution onto a
cover slip then spin coating it at 1800 rpm for 10 sec. These
will be referred to as the “barium-free” samples. Baþþ was
then added in the form of a barium perchlorate salt solution
to a target concentration of 500 μM, to make three
“barium-spiked” samples. All samples were placed in an
oven at 340 K for 4 h, and then left to cure overnight at
room temperature, in order to harden the PVA matrix.
Prior to scanning the samples, the acousto-optical tunable

filter was set to 488 nm, which is the peak excitation
wavelength for Fluo-3. The measured power entering the
objective was 1 μW. The external optics were adjusted to
place the system into total internal reflection mode using
prismatic alignment [35], and the surface sensitivity was
checked with fluorescent microspheres. Each sample was
then placed onto the microscope stage and scanned.
The imaging protocol was to find a 35 × 35 μm2 field of

view (FOV) where at least one fluorescent spot was present,
and focus the microscope on that spot by minimizing its
point spread. Once focus was achieved, images were taken
every 500 ms for 375 s. Then, a new FOV was found by
randomly translating the sample stage and refocusing. This
was done for 22 FOVs across the three samples for both
barium-free and barium-spiked sets. Notably, because the
microscope could not be focused on empty regions, our
measurements of the barium-free sample activities are
biased towards higher yields, thus imposing a penalty in
the numerical significance of our result. Nevertheless, as will
be shown, the count of ions in barium-spiked samples is
significantly higher than background, demonstrating unam-
biguous single Baþþ ion detection, even with this penalty.
Results.—Figure 3 shows the raw data for one FOV in a

barium-spiked sample. Activity is present from both near-
surface (bright) and deeper (dim) fluorophores. An analysis
technique was developed to obtain the fluorescence history
of the near-surface spots from the raw CCD images. Only
these bright spots would be expected in a surface-based
tagging sensor, with the deeper fluorophores here being an
artifact of our slide preparation procedure.
The hallmark of single molecule fluorescence is a sudden

discrete photobleaching transition [36]. This occurs when
the fluorophore transitions from a fluorescent to a non-
fluorescent state, usually via interaction with reactive
oxygen species [37]. This discrete transition signifies the
presence of a single fluor, rather than a site with multiple
fluors contributing. The 375 s scan time is significantly
longer than the typical photobleaching time of Fluo-3 at
this laser power [37], so the majority of spots are observed
to bleach in our samples. A typical near-surface fluores-
cence trajectory is shown in Fig. 4. One 0.5 s exposure of
this spot directly before the step and one 0.5 s exposure
directly after the step are shown in Fig. 1.
Near-surface, photobleaching Baþþ candidate spots were

identified as follows. The images from one FOV were

summed and the diffuse background was subtracted. Local
maxima 3σ above background fluctuations were identified.
The imageswere analyzed frameby frame and each candidate
ion was assigned a 9 × 9 pixel array centered on that point.
The inner 5 × 5 was summed and taken as the signal, and
the outer pixels were summed as a local background
reference. This background was fitted to a polynomial
function and subtracted, to yield the “fluorescence trajectory.”

FIG. 3. A sample image from the EM-CCD in one of the
barium-spiked samples showing both near-surface (bright) and
deeper (dim) fluorescent molecules.

FIG. 4. Fluorescence trajectory for one candidate in a barium-
spiked sample. “Signal” shows the average activity in 5 × 5 pixels
centered on the local maximum. “Background” shows the average
in the 56 surrounding pixels. The single step photobleach is
characteristic of single molecule fluorescence.
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To find photobleaching molecules, each candidate trajectory
was fitted against two hypotheses: a straight line and a step
function, with χ2 determined for each. Single photobleaching
molecules were identified by applying cuts on the step size
and the χ2 difference.
The barium-free and barium-spiked samples were ana-

lyzed over a total of 22 FOVs each. Across the barium-free
samples, a total of 75 candidates were resolved passing all
cuts. Across the barium-spiked samples, a total of 187 were
resolved, representing a statistical excess of ∼12.9σ. The
actual signal-to-background ratio is larger than is suggested
by this comparison, due to the FOV selection bias requiring
at least one bright spot to be found in order to focus.
The number of candidates per FOV is shown in Fig. 5. In
this histogram, each entry is weighted by the number of
candidates observed, such that the integral is equal to the
total number of candidate ions identified.
Once a single molecule has been identified, its time-

integrated intensity profile can be acquired and fitted to a
Gaussian shape. We find that the width of this Gaussian is
within systematic uncertainty of the Abbes diffraction limit.
Accounting for optical magnification, the localized rms
position of the molecule in x and y is ∼2 nm, consistent
with the expected superresolution localization [38].
The candidates in the barium-free samples are understood

to derive from residual ion contamination in the Ultra Trace
water. Similar background activity was also observed in the
bulk studies of Ref. [29]. In a real barium tagging sensor this
background is unproblematic, since the tagging signature is
the arrival of a new ion in coincidence with a tagged event.
The presence of persistent background fluorophores does

not obscure this, unless there are so many that the image is
saturated. The size of the FOV used here and the level of
surface contamination suggests that at least 105 Baþþ ions
will be detectable per sensor before saturation.
Discussion and outlook.—In this Letter we have dem-

onstrated that SMFI can be used to resolve individual Baþþ
ions at surfaces via TIRF microscopy. Baþþ ions have been
detected above a background of free residual ions at 12.9σ
statistical significance, with individual ions spatially
resolved and observed to exhibit single-step photobleach-
ing trajectories characteristic of single molecules.
A SMFI sensor in a HPGXe TPC will differ from the

apparatus described here in a few key ways. First, the
fluorophores will be surface tethered, and not embedded
in a thick sample. Thus, only near-surface bright spots are
expected, and off-line separation from the deeper background
fluors will not be necessary. Second, the target signature will
be the appearance of a new candidate over a precharacterized
background, coincident in a spatiotemporal region with an
0νββ candidate in the TPC. In this case, only the ability to
resolve the appearance of a new ion is important, and the
spatial localization of individual ion candidates demonstrated
here shows that many can be recorded on the same sensor
before saturation. Third, the microenvironment around the
fluor will be different, being immobilized on a dry surface
rather than within a PVA matrix, and this may modify the
chelation and fluorescence properties of the fluor. Finally, the
extent to which photobleaching will be active in a clean
HPGXe environment is unknown.
These issues are now being studied, as the apparatus

described here is extended and optimized for SMFI scan-
ning within a xenon gas environment. The chelation and
fluorescence of surface-tethered molecules will be charac-
terized by exposing a prepared sensing surface to barium
dications from time-of-flight separated beams in xenon gas.
Both commercial and custom fluorophores will be sur-
veyed to obtain optimal performance. Successful single
molecule imaging in this environment would enable the
identification of Baþþ in situ and in real time, enabling a
novel background-free, ton-scale 0νββ technology.
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FIG. 5. Histogram showing the number of ion candidates per
FOV in barium-free and barium-spiked samples. Entries are
weighted by candidates detected.
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